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The art of keepin$ sterile
instruments sterile
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amongthe documentsbeingincorporated
in the new AAMI ST79 document,
Comprehensive
Guideto SteamSterilization and SterilityAssurancein Health Care
facilities,scheduledfor releasein2006.
Ensuringthat surgicalinstrumentsare

ealth care associated infections
continue to have a significant
impact on morbidiry and mortality. In addition to direct contact in the
hospital where nosocomial transmission
can occur through person-to-person con-

tact, surgical patients are also at risk for i sterile at the time of use begins with the

and insects. The sterile storage area should
be located in a separate enclosed area with
limited access.The storage area should
be under positive pressure with appropriate air exchanges. The temperature should
not exceed 75 F and relative humidity
should not exceed 70 percent. The ster-

surgicalinfectionsvia inanimate objects i efficacyof sterileprocessing.
Properclean-

ile packages should be stored at least eight-

such as reusable surgical instruments. I ing and decontamination, inspection,

to-10 inches above the floor, 18 inches
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beforereuse.The sterility of reusable surgical
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to achieve
andmaintaini reusoble surgicol
the sterilityof reusablei
surgicalinstruments.
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i maintainthe sterilityof

from the ceiling and two inches from outside walls.
Proper handling

practices-Sterile

instrument packages should be handled
with

care and handled only when

absolutely necessary.Sterile packages

i the surgicalinstruments. should be rotated using the first in/first
i
Several key factors out principle to help minimize the num-

affeclfrecontinuedsterilber of times sterile packages are handled
i
packages while stored. Barbara Gruendemann and
i ity of instrument
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Sandra Stonehocker Mangum, authors of

i of theuser,including:

Infection Preuention in Surgical Settings,

Packagingmaterial-A

state that a sterile package should be han-
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Today's national demands for infection i variety of packaging materials and types
prevention and patient safety highlight i including wrap, containers and pouches,

dled only three times: removing it from

the needfor reviewingtheseprocesses.j are available. Packagingproducts'that
Effectivepoliciesand procedures
shouldbe i are of high quality and validatedto proplace
in
and maintained,basedupon reg: I vide a reliable barrier to microbial

placing it in a case cart or on a supply

ulatory requirements'arid current stan- , penetration, protection against environ-

covered or enclosed in casecarts. covered

dards and recommended practices.

mental contamination and contact cont-

supply carts, plastic bags or transport con-

The Association for the Advancement of
Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) Stan-

amination during handling should be

tainers to provide protection to the con-

selected for use. Material also should be

tents from inadvertent contact with con-

dards and Recommended Practices are

durable enough to resist tears and punc-

taminated sources during transport.

nationally recognized and are an excel-

tures, as damage to a sterile instrument

NationallS some 30 million patients

lent resource. The current AAMI docu-

package can compromise the sterility of

undergo surgery annually. Ensuring that

ment ST45 2002, Steam Sterilization and

the contents.

surgical instruments are sterile at the time

Sterility Assurance, provides guidelines

Proper storage-Conditions

and envi-

to help health care professionals develop

ronmental controls should be in place to

procedures to achieve and maintain steril-

protect sterile instrument packages from

ity of items sterilized in a health care facil-

contamination. Sterile instrument pack-

ity. IBe aware that AAMI 5T46 has been
i ity.
under recent review/revision and is
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they will be protected from soil, moisture

ages should be stored in an area where
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the sterilizer cart and placing it on a shelf;
cart; and when it is picked up and opened.
Proper transport-Packages

should be

of use is one measure to reduce patients'
risk for surgical infection.
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